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God Psychosis
Godworship is a contagious form of
insanity that is within 300 years of
exterminating the human race. God addicts
are not committing anthropocide, by
environmental
pollution
and
overpopulation, out of malice. Rather, they
are convinced that the world is coming to
an end within their lifetimes, at which time
a deus ex machina is going to carry victims
of its mind-AIDS off to a Cloud Cuckoo
Land in the sky, and sentence the sane,
intelligent and educated minority to be
tortured with flamethrowers for eternity in
an underworld Auschwitz that can only be
described as a sadists dream. No one who
reads a Tanakh, Bible or Koran with his
brain in gear can fail to recognize that the
character called God in English
mistranslations is the most sadistic, evil,
mass-murdering psychopath in all fiction,
and that those allegedly holy books are the
most obscene paeans to evil ever written,
with Mein Kampf and the Left Behind
series their only serious competitors. Be
warned. Unless humankind exterminates
religion within 150 years, there will not be
a human being left on earth in 300 years.
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God, Psychosis and I: A Journey into My Own Mind: - Google Books Result The Psychosis of God is about
exploring the divine through the mentally ill amongst us. The image of our creator is the only tool we have for liberating
God. Sep 8, 2016 The Psychosis of God [Jeff Hood] is 20% off every day at . Psychosis has taken over. Gods brain is
gone. There is no cure. Endogenous Psychosis Patient Drawn by the Holy Spirit Christian Transcult Psychiatry.
2016 Aug53(4):488-505. doi: 10.1177/1363461516660902. Epub 2016 Aug 5. God in the brain: Experiencing psychosis
in the postsecular The Psychosis of God: An Exploration of Mental Illness - Google Books Result The terms
psychosis, hallucination, and mental illness are derived from the medical model The voices used profanity, cursing God,
Jesus, and the Holy Spirit. The Trigger of Psychosis: Dr. Kay Jamisons Near-Death-Like Hi everyone, Id like to
share with you how God saved me from a life of vanity and selfishness. I was born in 1963 in Hamburg, North
Germany, and as my God, Jesus And Satan : I Have Experienced Psychosis Story Jan 8, 2011 Isnt it true that
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looking for spirituality within psychosis is just a case of Rather, hell is where God is absent, and people go there when
they God Knows Where I Am - The New Yorker A person who is experiencing psychosis may have trouble thinking
clearly or Example: Whenever Jenny sees a blue car, she believes that God is sending her Spiritual Emergence Awaken in the Dream Positive Symptoms of Schizophrenia: The Psychotic Dimension Nov 18, 2014 A Reddit to
share information about who you are, how you think, and what helps you cope in life. Only text/self posts are allowed in
this reddit. Is belief in god an affliction like a mild psychosis or other mental Aug 7, 2009 Religious delusions
involve patients belief that they have a special relationship with God normally reserved for bible or mythic figures, or
with Psychosis of God : An Exploration of Mental Illness (Hardcover) (Jeff I was diagnosed as having had a severe
psychotic break and was told that I had a . revealed to me, that every moment was the unmediated expression of God,
Religion and schizophrenia - Wikipedia What is bipolar psychosis? Does EVERYONE with bipolar disorder have
psychosis? For example, seeing the face of God. bipolar_psychosis1. The most Bipolar Psychosis - What Is It? Who
Gets It? Bipolar Lives The relationship between religion and schizophrenia is of particular interest to psychiatrists
because of the similarities between religious experiences and psychotic episodes religious to be delusional - such as the
belief they are divine beings or prophets, God is talking to them, they are possessed by demons, etc. Trauma,
Psychosis, and Spirituality: Whats the Connection? Find product information, ratings and reviews for Psychosis of
God : An Exploration of Mental Illness (Hardcover) (Jeff Hood) online on . Psychotic illness - Mental Health Access
Pack May 30, 2011 Rachel Aviv writes about the problem of patients who have been diagnosed with a psychotic illness
but who insist that they are not mentally ill. Psychosis, Delusions, and the Bible The Grace Alliance When God
defeated the armies who attacked Israel, he did so by striking them with madness so that they began to kill each other in
a psychotic panic of Did anybody else think they were God/Jesus during their psychosis Psychosis and religious
visions have often been associated with each other since the earliest recorded history. Symptoms of Psychosis CEDAR CLINIC, Boston, MA This bookGod, Psychosis and I: A Journey into My Own Mindis not only a narration,
but also a revelation of a womans Christian beliefs put to test after bouts [Coping With] The Spiritual Meaning of
Psychosis - Hope For Recovery A religious delusion is any delusion involving religious themes or subject matter.
Though a Falling within the definition also are delusions arising in psychotic . of religious auditory hallucination: those
who hear the voice of God talking to Examples of Mental Illness in the Bible: God strikes sinners with Sometimes a
fine line separates psychosis and off-center belief. As I rattled off a few of my thoughtsmost of which pertained to Gods
unique calling for me, Why psychotic patients with religious delusions are harder to cure. Psychosis is far more than
ups and downs in mood or the odd unusual belief it affects It can also be very scary, and God can be their only source
of comfort. The Psychosis of God exerience and description of the psychosis or madness experienced when the sense
of all meanings of life, God and Spirituality collapses. Includes reference to Psychosis - Saint John of God Hospital
Yet, you might possibly say that it is hard to believe all this stuff: God, sin, Psychosis. and. I. A. Journey. into. My.
Own. Mind. Aimee Wilson CHAPTER I Finding Are You Spiritual Or Psychotic? The Fine Line Between Prophetic
May 20, 2014 A subreddit dedicated to insightful posts and thoughtful, balanced discussion about everything to do with
atheism and religion in general. [Coping With] The Spiritual Meaning of Psychosis - Hope For Recovery God, Jesus
And Satan : A true, personal story from the experience, I Have Experienced Psychosis. Hey, Ive experienced a few
psychotic episodes and to this God in the brain: Experiencing psychosis in the postsecular United Dec 29, 2012
Many Christians say they can audibly hear the voice of God. .. and have been visited by angels (or demons) then you
suffer from psychosis.
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